Manual Capsule Filler
Parts List and Directions

for models CN-50, CN-100, CN-240 and CN-400
Screw the rubber feet
onto the Body Sheet

Cap Sheet

Body Sheet
(Base)

(for Capsule Tops. Indentations vs. holes)

Encapsulation Sheet

Tamper

(Screw Handles to Tamper)

Middle Sheet

(has holes that go through)

Powder Guard

Spreader
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Manual Capsule Filler Directions for use

for models CN-50, CN-100,
CN-240, CN-400 and CN-800

1.

Place the Encapsulation Sheet on top of the Body Sheet. Place capsule bodies and caps into separate bowls. Pour capsule bodies into the
Encapsulation Sheet, shaking gently as they fall into place into the Body Sheet. Pour off excess capsules and remove Encapsulation Sheet.

2.

Now place the Encapsulation Sheet on top
of the Cap Sheet, and repeat the process with the
capsules tops. Set these two sheets aside and
remove the Encapsulation Sheet.

Body Sheet (Base)

Encapsulation Sheet

3.

Place the Powder Guard on top of the Body Sheet, fill the bodies with powder, and use the Spreader to
evenly spread the powder.

Spreader

Powder Guard

5. Place the Middle Sheet over the Cap Sheet containing the
capsule tops, flip over, then lay both on top of the Body Sheet.
Middle Sheet

Cap Sheet

4.

Use the Tamping Tool to press the powder
into the bodies, repeating step # if necessary.

6.

Press downwards with even pressure
on top of the assembled sheets to join the
capsules. Do not press too hard or you may
break the capsules.

Tamping Tool

7.

Remove the top two sheets, exposing the
finished capsules and gently remove them from
the capsule filler. You may wish to manually “snap”
the capsules together gently to ensure that they
are completely sealed.
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